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It is longer to drive than anticipated; did we miss the last exit? The road glides over to a trail and the trail curves uphill, downhill, and 

then dangerously close to a leaf-covered canyon without hedging. Suddenly we arrive. Forty gray houses of rocks scratches into the 

top of the lush Niccone valley. Welcome to Borgo Di Vagli.  

 

THE LAND OF CLICHÉS 
  

"Picturesque" won’t describe it. Our first impression was: Breathtaking!  

A medieval space surrounded by green landscape. Sweet-smelling, fresh and delicious.  

- Poor journalist to write this without ending up in clichés, exclaims the photographer. Impossible. We’re trapped in clichés:  

  "I rub my fingers over the bushes, and sniff the fresh rosemary and lavender.  

- Vineyards hanging over the garden parcels.  

- Birds singing from all sides of the valley, nature's orchestra in stereo!  

- Borgo Di Vagli is a pearl, a treasure, a secluded dot on the map just waiting to be discovered.  



   

DANGEROUS ROMANTIC  

 

- This is perfect, smiles the Norwegian girl Camilla Martens. She is newly married to Thomas Dolven, and they are visiting Borgo Di 

Vagli for the first time. Her parents have bought a share in the building, unseen, after having stumbled over the place in a foreign 

magazine article. The owners have not been here yet; Camilla and Thomas are the first at the family's new holiday place:  

- I have spoken to my parents over the phone and told them that we believe this place is perfect for them. My mother has always 

loved Italy. She'll love it, says Camilla and kisses the man in the doorway.  

 

- You should never travel here with a partner you don’t want to get romantic with, smiles Fulvio Di Rosa, the civil engineer behind 

the whole beauty.  

- We’ve had couples here which have ended their relationships. The environment is so beautiful that it will be intrusive if you really 

wish you were here with a different person, he winks.  

 

THE HUNT FOR SOUL  

 

Fulvio Di Rosa is not an “anybody” in Tuscany. In addition to the Borgo Di Vagli, he has restored three other small villages, as well 

as the house that plays a key role in the feel-good movie "Under the Tuscan Sun." When he in 1991 drove up to Borgo Di Vagli for 

the first time – when the road really was a path in the jungle – there were only ruins left of the old village. Ten years later, and the 

place has revived as a comfortable variation of the medieval village it once was. With help from local artisans, original materials, 

and a lot of work, Di Rosa has tried to create something authentic.  

- I am looking for places with a soul. Places that matter, and places with a history, says Di Rosa.  



- I wanted to give new life to the ruins, but not in a way that could destroy the medieval setting. Borgo Di Vagli has a middle-aged 

nature and environment.  

- So you are historically interested?  

- Of course, that is essential. Not only architectural, I am also interested in the history behind. Why did they do it this way? Why just 

this material? Why did they not build additional stories? For me, it is all about understanding the project. I cannot make shortcuts, or 

look for other solutions than they originally selected. I must view the project in the same context as the original builders; the 

situation, the time period, materials available, and picture how they probably did it. He further gestures:  

- Some friends tend to say to me: "Fulvio, you're good because you dust of things and put them back in their original place." From 

an architectural point of view, it is a humble position.  

 

NO PLASTIC FANTASTIC  

 

They call it a "hamlet" in their brochures. However, the original village represents more of a community of apartments, centred 

around a reception and a "trattoria." Outdoors is a well kept, beautifully disciplined area with a small olive grove, poppy meadows 

and lavender nests along the stone buildings. The pool is located along the hillside above the roofs. Swimming in comfortable warm 

water, your view is endless green and sky high. The modern finish of the pool continues inside. Each apartment holds a comfortable 

standard, without giving up on local traditions. With other words; no plastic fantastic. It gives a special feeling to stroke over the 

kitchen counter where hungry termites have gnawed deep tunnels in the woodwork.  

The goal has been to preserve the soul of the buildings, says Di Rosa. Hence, he has also administrated the interior remodelling. Di 

Rosa has been at every second-hand shop and at markets hunting for everything from beds, tables and chairs, and to the smallest 

little lace cloth in the bathroom.  

- I'm a dictator! He laughs.  



- And I am proud of it. To keep the interior end exterior authentic, you must act as a dictator. Working in teams means that you must 

convince the others that your idea is the best. It can create problems within the team, because it's all about feelings. Everyone can 

be right, and everyone can make mistakes. When you are the sole decision maker, you do not have to compromise, and the result 

will come out more homogenous and more comprehensive.  

 

We only have two days here, and the rain pours down. The staff sighs, we should have been here last summer. When the sun was 

shining and it was really hot. They tell us that we are exceptionally unlucky. The sun usually shines in Tuscany. However, is there 

really anything more beautiful than shivering raindrops along the windowsill? And dark haze surrounding Rapunzels castle down the 

valley? 

 

Already our first day a shabby fox is sneaking around the corners looking for leftovers. A mini Scorpio is dwelling in the shower, and 

doesn’t the birds sing unusual load around here?  The animal life in Borgo Di Vagli might not be particularly rich, however, the place 

has the silence and atmosphere that gives you the ability to hear and detect animal life. Your body goes into a rare mode. Far away 

from the PC screen, it’s like Borgo Di Vagli open your eyes, and draws you closer into the environment.  

 

BEYOND SUNFLOWER  

 

The arcade leading into the small trattoria could not come closer without hitting the head of those taller than the average Italian. You 

could call it "Intimate". Warm-yellow walls are lit up by the fire place, and the seating along the dining table ensures that neighbours 

become friends. Soon, Norwegian Thomas is talking with the man next to him, probably discussing the food. The kitchen of Borgo 

Di Vagli is worth a discussion. Dina rules the kitchen, and she is cooking all the food over open fire. Spices are found outdoors, at 

places she only knows about. She knows the place as her own pocket, being from the last family that left the original Borgo Di Vagli. 



She uses local olive oil at the lettuce, and even inexperienced gustatory nerves notice the lash of grass in the taste.  

- That's because we are reaping the olives one month earlier than normal, says our host Fulvio Di Rosa.  

We dig into our first pizza, a Margherita, as thin crust as it can be, but after four servings our bellies are like drums. Some give in, 

but the usually nibbling photographer bolt down seven large pieces. "Food is culture", we are told, and we act polite, don’t we? Is 

this why Di Rosa wants Norwegian guests?  

- The Norwegian krone is strong in relation to the euro. Norwegians are wealthy, he says frankly.  

- But it's not just about that. I have the impression that Norwegians appreciate culture and history. For instance, I have been in 

Bergen and experienced how proud you are of the Fish Market. I've seen how you take care of, and how the plaza is used daily. Ah, 

I love Bergen, he sighs, winking for more wine.  

- I think Norwegians appreciate the genuine. Modern tourists are looking for places with original qualities, where food, history and 

nature together form a complete experience. This part of Tuscany, the wine district Montepulciano, represents the real Tuscany. 

This is real, says Di Rosa. When you take away everything touristy, you can really experience Italy. In this world of global 

challenges, it is increasingly important that each place preserve its identity. The danger of globalization is that everything turns 

equal. It is a disaster! Everything is flat. Look at the fashion world; Dolce & Gabbana, Luis Vuitton and Chanel are brands you can 

buy anywhere. But this, he repeats himself:  

- This is authentic. You can feel it, and rub up against it. Even in this weather. Even the rain smells different in Borgo Di Vagli! 

Everyone visiting Italy sees the sunflowers. Why not look beyond the sunflowers? Look behind the horizon?  

 

RAIN IN CORTONA  

 

After a restless night after too much pizza, we set off to the nearest small town, Cortona. If you drive like the Italians, it takes you 

approximately twenty minutes to get there. We used forty-five minutes, going slowly not to miss the view.  



- Have you seen! It's just so beautiful! We are sighing inside the rental car.  

In Cortona it rains cats and dogs, but from under the umbrella we experience a well-preserved medieval village. The village has one 

main street, one plaza, and 3,000 inhabitants. We buy wine in the local wine store, and set off back home to Borgo Di Vagli.  

 

Two days are, of course, hardly enough time at a place like this. But, how long was Eve in paradise? The priest who discovered his 

paradise in the Borgo Di Vagli is a friend of the waitress Dora. And she approves the comparison, this IS paradise. A land of flower. 

An animal kingdom. A centre of culture. A mecca of food and wine. A place almost too beautiful, if you are accustomed to the 

surroundings of Oslo. Well home, we shall remember the ease and quietness of Borgo Di Vagli. An ease and quietness that makes 

you chew the food slowly, and enjoy the meal with great wines. Borgo Di Vagli is a mental condition. Live life slowly here, and long 

to come back again.  

 

 

Frame: BUY A PART OF A MEDIEVAL VILLAGE  

 

Borgo Di Vagli is organized as a joint ownership, where a total of 100 fractional owners have 21 apartments at their disposal. So far, 

63 fractions are sold.  

 

Prices:  

One-bedroom apartment: approx. 60,000 Euro  

Two-bedroom apartment: approx. 92,500 Euro  

Additional annual fees of 2,200 Euro  

Despite that the owners have to deal with booking and reservation of vacation weeks - this is not timeshare. Timeshare sells time in 



the premises, fractional ownership sell fractions (interests) of a property. With timeshare-ownership you buy the right to one 

particular time period, while with fractional ownership you own a part of the premises. In other words, you can sell your fraction at 

the open marked at any time. Booking is done in three phases. Three weeks are distributes to each owner in January. After that, 

you receive a list of vacant weeks, and are able to book another week. In addition, you can all in any time to check available 

capacity.  

 

Apart from Camilla’s Norwegian parents, most of the fraction owners in Borgo Di Vagli come from the UK and the States. The 

fraction owners don’t have the burden of maintenance, but pays for cleaning during the stay.  

 

You can also check in for individual nights at Borgo Di Vagli dependent on vacancy. Remember to call in due time.  

 

 

Website: www.clubborgodivagli.com 

 


